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About Xclaim
Xclaim by Ruckus Wireless is an entry-level enterprise WiFi solution made up of a family 
of cost-efficient indoor and outdoor access points. The Xclaim solution is suitable for 
businesses and organizations of any size seeking a high-quality, no nonsense approach 
to their wireless infrastructure at a disruptive price point.

The primary management solution for the Xclaim portfolio is CloudManager. Cloud-
Manager provides unlimited scalability and flexibility in managing a centralized or 
distributed network of Xclaim Access Points from any browser based device.

The Xclaim Philosophy of Business Class WiFi
Over time, things just seem to get more complicated and more expensive. Ruckus 
Wireless developed the Xclaim product line on the back of a simple premise – a belief 
that many customers have relatively straightforward requirements for their WiFi. Great 
quality, ease of use and affordable pricing. We call this Business Class WiFi

BENEFITS

• Business Class WiFi with the 
complexity stripped away

• Scalable to networks of any size – 
any number of APs, any number of 
locations

• CloudManager - 100% subscription 
free cloud management service

• High quality hardware at a fraction 
of the cost of High-End enterprise 
solutions

• All the enterprise features you need

• Incredibly easy to deploy and 
manage

• Disruptive Capex and Opex

Xclaim Xplained 
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Xclaim Xplained 

The Technology “Feature” Race
When it comes to the “must have” WiFi feature set that many 
businesses are looking for, the list is actually relatively short. 
There is a fundamental set of capabilities that each access 
point and the network as a whole must be able to deliver, but 
after that the more pressing requirements relate to day to day 
living with the equipment – Is the WiFi reliable and delivering 
good performance? Is the WiFi simple to set up and manage? 
Is the upfront capital cost and on-going operational cost of the 
WiFi deployment one the organization can actually afford?

In any fast-moving industry, once the basics are covered, there 
is always a feature development race to try and create product 
differentiation between vendors. Added features - whether 
they add real customer value or not - are typically reflected in 
increased product pricing to cover development costs, and 
added complexity, all of which will lead to higher operational 
costs over the network lifetime.

At Xclaim we believe that great WiFi does not have to mean 
complex or expensive WiFi.

What You Want Versus What You Need
A recent survey by a major global electronics firm discovered 
that nearly 70% of the owners of their high-end Digital SLR 
(DSLR) cameras only ever used those cameras in automatic or 
“point and click” mode. In other words, despite spending a lot 
of money on a camera that is actually designed to be used in 
manual mode for optimal operation, the users choose instead 
to simply let the camera do the work.

That does not mean that a manual camera in the hands of the 
right person will not produce better results. There is no doubt 
that a good quality DSLR in the hands of a professional will 
absolutely produce the best results – but the reality is that for 
the average non-tech camera owner, the results obtained in 
“point and click” mode are typically considered to be excellent 
and their owners clearly prefer the ease of use of automatic 
mode over the complexity of manual mode. 

The Xclaim product line has been developed to deliver great 
quality WiFi in a manner which is really simple. Xclaim delivers 
“point and click” simplicity - great WiFi with all the enterprise 
features you need, without the complexity of endless manual 
configuration options.

Great WiFi Does Not Have to Mean Expensive WiFi
Xclaim has taken the performance, reliability and robust feature 
sets of big business wireless, and eliminated all of the cost and 
complexity. What is left is a product line purpose built to suit the 
needs of businesses looking for great WiFi but working with a 
limited IT staff and a limited budget.

• Xclaim  Access Points are a fraction of the cost of comparable 
high-end enterprise WiFi solutions

• Xclaim uses a controller-free architecture. There is no 
requirement for any management appliance, controller or even 
a PC platform to run downloaded controller or management 
software

• Management of Xclaim Access Points is provided by a 100% 
subscription free cloud service called CloudManager

• For anyone not wanting to use a cloud based solution, Xclaim 
has a free to download Management App called Harmony (for 
iOS or Android devices)

• All software updates for Xclaim Access Points are delivered 
automatically and free of charge

• Support for an Xclaim deployment is provided free of charge 
through the support forums on the Xclaim web site  
(www.xclaimwireless.com)

Xclaim products are available in over 100 countries worldwide. 
If you think Xclaim might be right for you, please contact us for 
details of a local Xclaim business partner who can assist you.


